Direct acting vs pilot
solenoid valves
We explain the differences between the
two main types of solenoid valve: direct
acting solenoid valves and pilot operated
solenoid valves.

Success Story:
L.B. Bohle Maschinen
+ Verfahren
Innovative flowmeter for hygienic
cleaning of containers

Bürkert News in Brief:
No time to read reams and reams of
information? Catch up on the latest news
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and developments on one page.
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Hello, Welcome to the
latest edition of INSIGHT
It’s no secret that the Brexit deadline
is knocking on the door and a no deal
scenario is looming large. With the way
we are leaving the European Union
it’s no shock that many people are not
happy with the decision. I work for a
German company and I am proud of
the European Union and what it has
achieved but I do not like how the
Politicians only seem to have their own
interests at heart rather than that of the
nations.
Our automotive industry seems to
be getting hit hardest at the moment
with Honda and Nissan packing up
and taking their production elsewhere,
although this is not being blamed on
Brexit. There have got to be some
positives from all of this however; the
UK will have the freedom to establish

trade deals with other countries. This
has suited Switzerland and Norway
and both countries continue to prosper.
Yes, they are much smaller in size of
population than we are. However, with
our larger presence, we should be in
a strong position to negotiate future
trade deals.
Of course, there are many arguments
to be had against leave or remain.
There has been much debate on
both sides leading to much animosity
throughout the country, not just from
my colleagues!
Some promises have been broken
by our politicians and it has left me
wondering whether I should ever vote
again in the future.
But who knows what the future will hold
post Brexit. I do not believe that our
economy will suddenly grind to a halt,
but there may be a slightly bumpy ride
ahead that we can only overcome. As an
importer of goods from Europe, it may
be inevitable that we may encounter
some changes in the near future, but
that won’t be forever. We can only stick
together and get through it.
Hold on tight and see you on the other
side!
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The complete valve package from Bürkert
Bürkert always goes the extra mile
for our customers. Whether that be by
developing a comprehensive range of
instrumentation and devices all under
one roof, through to delivering valve
packages on individually labelled pallets
for pre-assigned areas of the plant – we
aim to make your valve procurement
process as simple, easy and costeffective as possible.

packages together all the components for
a specific area of the installation. As a onestop shop for process control components,
Bürkert aims to help customers with the
design, procurement and installation of
new and replacement equipment.

For more information about Bürkert’s
valve package solutions, or to discuss
your application requirements in
more detail, please contact our sales
team today on +44 (0) 1285 648 720
or email sales.uk@burkert.com.

We now hold a wide variety of the more
common valve designs including ball
valves, butterfly valves and quarter-turn
valves in standard sizes on the shelf. This
represents a considerable investment
in stock-holding, with over £1 million
worth of stock now held in the UK, to
compliment industry recognised angle
seat, globe and control valve packages.
We want to save you time and costs
and by doing so we have implemented
a customised logistics process that

My favourite Bürkert product
Our Field Segment Manager for
.hygienic food and beverage, Mark
Lilley talks about the Burkert 8681 and
explains why it‘s one of his favourite
products from our vast range.
“Its status display is especially bright
giving visual status to a plant engineer
at a glance. The control head is
universally adaptable, combining with
all valve forms, it takes on the complete
pneumatic control, feedback, diagnosis
and even bus communication. And
since it is made of chemically stable
materials, has a high IP protection and
is easy to clean, the 8681 is perfectly
suited for hygienic applications‘.”

Bürkert

To read more about
our Type 8861 please
visit: https://www.
burkert.co.uk/en/
type/8681, call us on
+44 1285 648 720 or
email
sales.uk@burkert.com
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Success Story: Innovative flowmeter
for hygienic cleaning of containers
– The partnership with L.B. Bohle
Maschinen + Verfahren GmbH
L.B. Bohle, which is based in the
Westphalian town of Enningerloh,
is among the leading engineering
companies of special-purpose machinery
for the pharmaceutical industry.
With the aid of the FLOWave Type 8098
flowmeter, the universal pharmaceutical
cleaning system PUR of L.B. Bohle
Maschinen + Verfahren GmbH can
quickly and simply satisfy their high
hygiene standards.
The PUR universal pharmaceutical
cleaning system is designed specifically
for cleaning containers of a variety of
sizes and has an impressively compact
construction.
Many cleaning processes also specify
specific temperature levels in the recipes
to optimise the process. This means that
not only does the water volume have to
be continuously monitored in the PUR
systems, the temperature also has to be
measured and adjusted as appropriate.
Bürkert’s FLOWave Type 8098 flowmeter
can perform both tasks. It measures
the volume flow and has an integrated
temperature sensor. This reduces the
need for a sensor in the PUR systems,
which saves space and limits the range
of components present. This in turn
enables hygiene standards to be quickly
met, because a device does not need to
undergo cleaning cycles as often.

FLOWave measures the flow rate under
completely hygienic conditions. Because
the measuring tube is no different than
any other straight pipe piece for flow
purposes, there is also no pressure drop.
The measurement works regardless of
whether the fluids are immobile, flowing
quickly or alternating.

Thanks to the patented SAW technology,
FLOWave dispenses entirely with
sensor elements in the measuring
tube that come into contact with the
substance to be measured. As a result,

To read the full story please visit
https://www.burkert.co.uk/en/
Products-Applications/CustomisedSolutions/Customer-references/
When-hygiene-is-paramount

Bürkert
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No maintenance
work is required with
FLOWave, which
significantly reduces
the operating costs
for users of PUR
systems.
- L.B. Bohle Maschinen +
Verfahren GmbH
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Direct acting vs
pilot solenoid valves
The main difference between direct
acting and pilot solenoids is that
direct-acting solenoid valves have a
direct connection with the opening
and closing armature, whereas pilotoperated valves employ the use of the
process fluid to assist in piloting the
operation of the valve.
Direct acting solenoids adhere to
simple working principles. They do not
use a diaphragm – their seal is part of
the moving core – and they will remain
closed even when no pressure is being
applied. This is in contrast to a pilot
operated valve, which requires some
pressure for the valve to stay closed.
The main components of a directacting 2-way plunger valve, such as the
Type 6013, are a coil, a closing spring,
a valve body cover and the valve body
with the seat.
In a normally closed direct acting
solenoid valve, the path to the outlet
port is blocked when no current is
applied to the coil as the closing spring
presses the plunger onto the valve seat.
Current through the coil generates a
starting force, which pulls the plunger
and the seal against the spring force,
and draws the medium upward. As
such, the channel is opened for the
medium to flow through the direct
acting valve.
Due to a spring-damped seat seal,
these valve types have a long service
life, as well as increased switching
cycles and service life due to sliding
ring bearings.

Benefits of direct acting solenoid valves
• Suitable for negative pressure circuits.
• Designed to cope with particle debris.
• Available in very cost-effective
compact sizes.
• 2/2 and 3/2 way normally open or
normally closed versions.
• Miniature versions available for very
high pressures.
• Pilot operated solenoid valves

A servo-assisted, diaphragm solenoid
valve with pilot control employs the use
of a small chamber directly above the
diaphragm to assist in the operation
of the valve. Process fluid is allowed
to enter the chamber through a small
orifice in the inlet port, and in a normally
closed valve, compresses against the
diaphragm and forces is against the
seat to maintain the closing seal.
Once current is applied to the pilot
solenoid, the diaphragm is pulled
upwards against the spring pressure,
and the pilot fluid in the chamber is
forced back through the orifice in the
inlet port where it re-joins the main flow
through the valve body.
Benefits of Pilot solenoid valves
• Excellent for very large flow.
• Pressure assists valve operation.
• Needs minimum pressure differential.
• More economical for higher flow
values
• Lower electrical power level.

Pilot solenoid valves use the differential
pressure of the medium over the valve
ports to open and close. Also known as
servo-assisted solenoids, these valves
provide high flow rates and can operate
at higher pressure and temperature
ranges, with lower power consumption.

Bürkert

To find out more about
our solenoid valve range,
please visit
www.burkert.co.uk/en.
Or email
sales.uk@burkert.com.
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A Day in the Life of...
Thomas Steele

Rob Marks

Account Manager
- Midlands

Logistics Administration
Assistant

When did you start working at Bürkert and which department do you work in?
I started working for Burkert in April 2018. I am part of the
External Sales Team as the Area Sales Manager for the
Midlands.

I first started working for Bürkert on the 1st April 1988
as a Storeman in the Warehouse, now promoted in to the
Purchasing Logistics Department.

What are the major tasks in your job?
My job is to visit customers to discuss their needs for, or
issues with, process applications and offer a suitable solution
be it a component part or complete system.

My major tasks are creating purchase requisitions, leasing
with suppliers and ensuring all purchase orders are
acknowledged on time: updating pricing, and obtaining quotes
for the most economical amounts in respect of overall usage. I
also provide support for Assembly and Warehouse operations
when needed.

What do you enjoy most about your work?
I love the variety in the job. No customer is the same and
no challenge is the same. You can speak with End Users,
OEM’s and Contractors discussing applications for cosmetics,
brewing, food, printing, medicine, energy, automotive and
more, all in the same week.

I would probably say that I do not always know what the next
day will bring; which is a good thing because there is some
variation in the daily tasks.

What is the biggest challenge?
Being new I am still learning the full extent of the product
range. It’s massive, and Burkert don’t let the dust settle either
– they are always working on new innovations and product
improvements, so you’re always learning.

My biggest challenge is making sure that all my tasks are
addressed correctly, as our customers rely on feedback and
on time deliveries. Also when the Logistics Manager is not
available; I may have to provide an answer to a question or
problem which I haven’t dealt with before, this is a great way
to learn however.

What do you like best about working for Bürkert?
The company has a great family feel to it, both locally and
across the wider company. The people are great, you really
feel like you’re part of a team and that you are well looked
after by the company.

Bürkert
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I feel we are all a very good bunch at heart; and I feel there is
always somebody to help you if you have a problem. Being part
of the Bürkert team I have been well looked after; and have
also had a lot of different experiences and fun along the way

Drinking Water
Analysis simplified.
Type 8905 packs up to six sensors in one
compact casing, and up to sixty on one
BüS network! This saves space, time and
money – during installation, operation and
maintenance. The online analysis system
can be modularly fitted with miniaturized
analysis cubes – during operations with hot
swap functionality. Each cube registers
itself in the system and transmits reliable
measurement data even with minimal
sample water flow.
Online Analysis System Type 8905:
One screen, one great overview,
all important parameters.
It doesn‘t get any better.
We make ideas flow.

Want to know more?
Call us at +44 (0) 1285 648720 or
email sales.uk@burkert.com

www.burkert.co.uk
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Beer Kit from
Bürkert
We’re big fans of beer at Bürkert and we appreciate better
than most the processes involved in brewing the amber
nectar, having worked closely with countless brewing outfits
to develop bespoke brewery automation solutions. To give
you a snapshot of our capabilities, we present you with a
four-pack of innovative brewing equipment and services that
are guaranteed to go down a treat with breweries.
multiCELL - Type 8619
The Type 8619 multiCELL is a multifunctional transmitter/controller for the
connection of pH, ORP, conductivity and
flow sensors. Available in two housing
variants for panel or wall mounting, the
Type 8619 is ideal for measurement,
control and dosing.
Sophisticated electronics and stateof-the-art control algorithms ensure
optimum process control with minimal
operator intervention. The Type 8619
can be integrated into most Industrial
Ethernet environments, with full
support of Modbus TCP, PROFINET
(Conformance Class B) or EtherNet/
IP. Important process values, like
measurement data, process diagnostics
or device status, can be easily integrated
into any beer brewing system.
Online Analysis System - Type 8905
The Type 8905 Online Analysis System
from Bürkert is a modular system for
critical water sampling parameters
on one platform. This multi-channel,
multi-function unit incorporates Bürkert
sensor cubes and electronic modules.
This marquee piece of Bürkert brewing
equipment is perfect for continuous
water measurement of all essential
parameters, including: pH-value,
chlorine, chlorine dioxide, conductivity,

Bürkert
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ORP, turbidity
and temperature.
Delivering up to
six water analysis
measurements in
one housing and up
to 30 analysis sensor cubes in one
büS system, the compact Type 8905
is perfect for water quality testing in
brewery applications.
FLOWave - Type 8098
The Bürkert Type 8098 FLOWave SAW
flow meter is designed to meet the
stringent hygienic demands of brewery
process automation. Constructed
from a stainless steel measuring pipe
free of any wetted parts, this compact
and flexible flow meter offers ease of
cleaning, compact dimensions, light
weight, easy installation and handling.
It is the only flow meter to employ
precision Surface Acoustic Wave
(SAW) technology.
Membrane Integrity Test – Bespoke
Sampling Systems
Bürkert’s membrane integrity sampling
system isolates damaged membranes
and can be tailored to individual beer
brewing systems. Based around a preassembled cabinet containing a Bürkert
valve island and HMI controls and
display, the system can be arranged

Spring 2019

to collect data on either one or several
parameters and sampling intervals can
be adjusted to suit.
The sampling system can be set-up to
issue alerts and operate shut-off valves
that isolate the damaged membrane,
allowing the production process to
continue. It can be designed as a standalone unit with a plug-and-play control
module or as a hardware bundle.

For more information
about Bürkert’s full range
of brewing equipment and
services tailored specifically
for the brewing industry,
please contact our sales
team today on
+44 (0)1285 648 720 or email
sales.uk@burkert.com.
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How it actually works...

> FLOWave
FLOWave is an innovative flow
measurement sensor for use in liquid
media. The underlying surface acoustic
wave technology (SAW) uses wave
propagation of the type that occurs during
seismic activity to create measurements.
A major advantage of this patented
Flow measurement:
Two interdigital transducers
send in the direction of flow,
two against it. The volume
flow rate is proportional to the
time difference between the
durations of the wave propagation in the forward and
reverse directions. The measuring system can therefore
determine the flow in both
directions.

technology is that no installations or
constrictions are required, which in turn
means that there is no empty space
in the measuring tube. In addition to
precise flow measurements, the latestgeneration sensors (Type 8098) provide
additional information: For instance,
Interdigital transducers
(transmitters): Starts wave
propagation by means of
electric excitation.

integrated detection of gas bubbles
and particles enables a fast response
in the event of process malfunctions.
The density factor enables the quick
identification of fluid changeovers.
H. FAUSTMANN

The surface acoustic wave
runs along the pipe wall from
the transmitter to receiver 1.

Interdigital transducer (receiver 1):
receives the directly running
surface acoustic wave and the
wave reflected from the underside.

FLOW

On the other side of the measuring
tube, the waves are recoupled into the
measuring tube and are transferred to the
next interdigital transducer (receiver 2).

The surface acoustic
waves generated on
the surface of the pipe
decouple in the liquid.

Interdigital transducer (receiver
2): receives the surface acoustic
waves that have crossed the
measuring tube once

Bürkert
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Bürkert News
in Brief
Come and visit ou
r new and
improved Virtual E
xhibition

With exhibitions footfall
ever decreasing and the
rise of virtual
reality on our mind we hav
e decided to invest in ou
r virtual
exhibition. With the aim
of emulating a real life exh
ibitions
we showcase our latest
and greatest products
on a lif elike
booth. Come take a loo
k at https://platform-vie
wer.v-ex.
com/?exhibitionId=34
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When safety and hygiene
are at stake, you can count
on us.
For applications with very strict hygiene requirements, Cleaning-in-Place (CIP) plays a particularly
important role. Processes that run reliably and efficiently as well as the dependable dosing
and delivery of cleaning media are the key factors in food safety. In this context, we offer a
comprehensive product portfolio backed by in-depth consulting expertise for your CIP plant.
Our solutions enable
d
 ependable fluid delivery,
using a variety of valve types such as diaphragm valves, solenoid valves
and dosing pumps as well as complete valve block solutions.
 r eliable process automation
with rapid switching and direct feedback.
 seamless

quality control,
with analysis, level, pressure or temperature sensors that can detect
deviations at an early stage, to prevent faults. This delivers lasting
improvements in process reliability.

We would be delighted to develop a bespoke system solution
for you – feel free to contact us.

We make ideas flow.
www.burkert.com/clean-in-place

Want to know more?
+44 1285 648720

Meet the Team

by going to www.burkert.co.uk or email sales.uk@burkert.com to find your representatives

Contact Details!

Please take a few minutes to update your records with Bürkert UK’s contact details:.
Bürkert Fluid Control Systems
Fluid Control Centre
1 Bridge End
Cirencester
Gloucestershire
GL7 1QY
United Kingdom
Tel: +44 (0)1285 64 87 20
Fax: +44 (0)1285 64 87 21
email: sales.uk@burkert.com
Web: www.burkert.co.uk

